
Saving Money by delegating & booking travel on time 

A case study  (OK Roger with Rubrik Inc)

http://www.okroger.ai/
http://www.rubrik.com


As compared to employees managing 
their travel themselves, the employees 

delegating to Roger were booking their 
travel 10 days further in advance.

This generated $136K of annual savings 
($1000/yr/employee), just on flights 

alone.

Savings from Timely Bookings
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Using Roger Others

(1145 flights x 9.9 days x 12 dollars/day)

$136,026

Partner Case Study



Road warriors are busy & procrastinate tasks that are not core to their performance

They just forget

Often, it’s not their money - this magnifies above two behaviors

The cost of procrastination and last minute bookings may not 
seem substantial at individual level but adds up across the 

organization and over time

A backgrounder : What happens in Sales Teams



I always knew that the sales team at Rubrik-EMEA has benefitted 
from Roger as their assistant by way of saving them a lot of hassle .

What was a happy surprise & nice bonus is that using their 
innovative & unique platform saved our company upwards of USD 
100K just in air costs. These guys are onto something ! 

Arvind Jain
Co-Founder & Head of Engineering

Rikard Stjernman
Sales Engineer

Roger is excellent – amazing. Everyone at Rubrik thinks so. People are 
so impressed that we show customers the service when we are out 
with them at the pub. In a traditional market, it is important that 
Rubrik convey that it is disruptive. One way we can do that is by 
showing customers we use innovative tools internally.
It makes us look cool !



o Airlines operate on paper-thin margins (4.9% as 
per IATA study linked here).   

o Consumerization creates an explosion of choices & 
complicates decision-making, resulting in lost 
productivity and leads to procrastination - costing 
$12/day to their employers

o Lack of Management Visibility often promotes 
irresponsible behavior

The Key to Controlling
your Air Travel Cost :

Booking On Time with 
Visibility & 

Accountability

How to really save Money on Air Travel

Past Future

http://www.iata.org/pressroom/pr/Pages/2017-12-05-01.aspx


★ Roger encourages a 
Fire & Forget behavior 

Even if you have a slight indication that you might have to travel 
somewhere, you Fire a Slack Message (or an SMS/Email) to Roger and
FORGET ABOUT IT. Roger starts working on your behalf while you go 
about your business. 

★ Trip Reminders Once an employee fires a message, Roger continuously reminds people until 
they either book a flight or acknowledge they don’t need that Trip Anymore

★ Trip Radar
Roger intelligently & proactively watches for signals to detect potential 
upcoming travel needs. Data from various sources is piped into our proprietary 
engine, which generates proactive Messages to Users, prodding them about 
upcoming Travel Needs that need Actioning

How Roger drives timely Travel bookings



Roger is a proactive and intelligent assistant, developed using a combination
of AI and a network of human assistants. Our data-driven AI platform not 

only drives timely bookings but also saves money in many other ways

To find out more & learn if Roger can help you & your company save money, 
email us at

questions@okroger.ai

Learn More 

mailto:questions@okroger.ai?subject=Interested%20in%20Learning%20how%20Roger%20can%20save%20money

